
Quite Rather

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Neither artists nor musicians were largely represented: the flow of talk was
_________ political and literary than artistic; and on the whole there were
more elderly people than young ones.

1.
rather

We each hold out both our hands and clasp and hesitate and _________
shyly kiss.
2. rather

You are all right now, and _________ safe.3. quite

I think I have had a similar account from Dr. Franklin, but cannot be
_________ certain.
4.

quite

I'd never have felt _________ satisfied, you see.5. quite

She had taken a chair before the soft-coal fire and was staring at it
_________ moodily.
6.

rather

It is not, however, quite so pleasant to the taste, being _________ insipid
and slightly sweet.
7. rather

The veil is _________ frail, one portion of it often adhering to the cap and
another portion forming a ring on the stem.
8. rather

She rather dreaded Philip's appearance, but if he were up early he did not
come out, and when Frances met him at breakfast his face wore a tired,
_________ bored expression.

9.

rather

He smiled, _________ grimly, and his eyes searched the heavens above
him.
10. rather

He had not been badly beaten yet, and he had a vein of _________ grim
tenacity.
11. rather

In a week or so it was _________ possible.12. quite

It is _________ true, no doubt; but it has no meaning in the world to any
man of us.
13. quite
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You know _________ enough to form your judgment of me!14. quite

It was _________ crudely done, but time was short.15. rather

It was _________ evident too that he was mad.16. quite

They both looked with suppressed pride at the automobile which was
snorting _________ impatiently under these personal remarks.
17.

rather

I feel that I am dropping, and my brain is not _________ clear.18. quite

She was not _________ sure of them as yet.19. quite

But the printers were _________ equal to the emergency.20. quite
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